
Year 8 English – Blood Brothers  

Background Context 

Willy Russell - Russell’s work  is influenced by his 

working class background, as a child from a low-income 
family, with a father who struggled with drug addiction. 
His father worked in a factory and his mother worked as a 
nurse. Russell left school at age 15.

Margaret Thatcher – Thatcher was a Conservative 
politician who was elected as Prime Minister in 1979, four 
years before Blood Brothers was first performed. Seeing 
British manufacturing as uncompetitive, she closed many 
factories. 

Liverpool in 1960s: Thatcher’s ideals affected more 
industrialised northern cities like Liverpool. The docks, a 
chief source of employment in the city, folded, causing 
thousands of households to fall into poverty and 
unemployment. 

Russell vs Thatcher-  Thatcher believed that success 
came to those who worked hard. Russell opposes this by 
suggesting that opportunities are more limited for those 
that are raised in working class backgrounds.

Vulnerable  
- Exposed to 
being hurt 
or harmed 
because of 
weakness.

 Superstition  - 
Beliefs in luck 
and fate. 
Usually that 
something will 
mean you get 
bad luck.

Destitution  - 
The effects of 
being 
extremely 
poor.

Exploitation -
Taking 
advantage of 
someone’s 
weakness. 

Injustice - 
Something that is 
morally unfair.

Prejudice - Having 
a negative opinion 
with no facts to 
back them up.

 Stereotypical - 
Widely held 
beliefs that treat 
certain people in 
the same way, 
despite them 
being different.

Inevitable - 
Something  that 
cannot be 
prevented.

 Social Class - 
Dividing 
society up into 
groups based 
on wealth.

Working Class - 
People at the lower 
end of society who 
have low paying 
jobs.

Middle Class - 
People with 
higher paying 
jobs. Usually 
business 
people. 

Dramatic devices 

Dramatic Irony
When the consequences of 
a character's actions are 
clear to the audience or 
although unknown to the 
character.

Breaking the fourth wall A part of a performance 
that acknowledges the 
audience’s presence

Foreshadowing A warning or indication of a 
future event

Motif A recurring theme or idea

Key Words

Analytical WHAT/HOW/WHY Paragraph annotated example

How does Russell use language to present the twins in the Prologue of the play?
Russell immediately employs foreshadowing to present the twins in the Prologue 
as facing an inevitable and terrible fate. This is elucidated through the rhyming 
phrase ‘till the day they died, when a mother cried’, where the sinister 
monosyllabic verbs ‘died’ and ‘cried’ conjure up images of violence and jeopardy 
in the audience’s mind. Russell’s Prologue is formed from rhetorical questions: 
‘An’ did you never hear…’, encouraging the audience to strive to construct their 
own answers, and feel drawn to understand how the twins meet their miserable 
demise. Furthermore, this addressing of the audience enables Russell to 
effectively break the fourth wall - welcoming us into the world of the play. 
Ultimately,  Russell presents the twins as tragic heroes, perhaps hinting at the 
harsh realities of living in extreme destitution as a result of unjust Thatcherite 
policies. 

What: Answering the question

Why: What is the writer’s wider purpose, what 
links can we make to the musical’s context?

How: What is your evidence for your 
argument - close language analysis

Key Themes
Coming of Age

Nature vs Nurture 

Class and Money

Fate and Superstition 



Task Homework Complete?

1 What examples of foreshadowing have we seen in the musical so far? Make a 
list and explain how each makes the audience think/feel

2 Why do you think Russell wanted to write Blood Brothers? Write a paragraph 
in response to this question, using the contextual knowledge to help you

3 A student said: “Nurture will always conquer nature” How far do you agree? 
Refer to Blood Brothers in your answer

4 Write a paragraph summarising the play so far using as many keywords as 
possible

5 Use the example WHAT/HOW/WHY paragraph and add a second paragraph in 
response to the question

6 Write a response to the following question: How does Russell use language to 
present Mrs Lyons in Blood Brothers?


